Callout for Phase 2 VGM Volunteers
Phase 2 of the GPC VGM is taking place Mar 25-27. We had wonderful volunteers help us to
host a successful Virtual General Meeting last November. We are once again looking for the
help of volunteers to ensure that the policies that we champion during elections and in
Parliament are written and voted on by members. Please email generalmeeting@greenparty.ca
if you can help with any of these roles.

Leading up to the VGM:
VGM Project Manager: 1 person
Role - Be the overall VGM Coordinator between the various VGM Volunteer teams and Federal
Council VGM Representative to ensure planning is on track and timelines are met.
Requirements - Project Manager experience, ability to multi-task and see around corners.
Time commitment - Less than 2 hours per week (larger chunks of time possible in weeks
before VGM). Available throughout the entire VGM.
Communications Lead: 1 person
Role - Creates a communications plan, with timelines, and creates or oversees all
communications materials related to the VGM. Coordinates with other members of the
Communications Team to ensure that all communications are completed and translated into
both official languages in a timely manner.
Requirements - Previous experience in the communications field. Project management
capabilities are an asset.
Time commitment - Approximately 5 hrs/week leading up to VGM with that increasing to 10-20
hrs/week in the 2-3 weeks just before the VGM.
Communications Team: 3 - 5 persons
Various Roles - Create content for VGM Participant Package, send completed communications
to translation, translate English communications into French, proofread communications, draft
outgoing emails and communications.
Requirements, depending upon the role - Ability to meet deadlines, French language skills,
basic understanding of graphic design, and the ability to work as a team to create the final
product under the direction of the Communications Lead.
Time commitment - Approximately 2 - 5 hrs/week leading up to the VGM with that potentially
increasing to 6-10 hrs/week in the 2-3 weeks just before the VGM
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Media Liaison: 1 person
Role - Work with GPC Staff to help set up a media plan for the VGM. If required, in conjunction
with John Chenery, respond to media requests.
Requirements - Experience working with the media and as a media liaison for large events.
Experience with the GPC communications style and media handling.
Time commitments - Less than 2 hrs/week leading up to the VGM, with that potentially
increasing to 5-7 hrs/week in the 2-3 weeks leading up to the VGM. Available during the VGM.

During the VGM:
Plenary Facilitator: 3-4 persons
Role - Moderates discussion and recognizes speakers, moving the plenary along in a timely
manner while reading the room. Runs the plenary in accordance with the Green Rules of
Procedure.
Requirements - Previous experience facilitating. Experience at a GPC or provincial Greens GM
is an asset. Knowledge of Green Rules and GPC Constitution.
Time commitment - Plenaries will be held on Sat Mar 26th and each session is scheduled to
be 2 hrs in length.
Plenary Co-Facilitator: 3-4 persons
Role - Assists the Plenary Facilitator in managing the plenary and substitutes for the Plenary
Facilitator if they need to step down temporarily. Maintains the speakers list.
Requirements - Previous experience facilitating. Experience at a GPC or provincial Greens GM
is an asset. Knowledge of Green Rules and GPC Constitution.
Time commitment - Plenaries will be held on Sat Mar 26th and each session is scheduled to
be 2 hrs in length.
Plenary Recorder - 3-4 persons
Role - Record all decisions and reasons for standing aside in the official Minutes of the plenary
session.
Requirements - Strong organizational skills, attention to detail, strong keyboarding abilities
Time commitment - Plenaries will be held on Sat Mar 26th and each session is scheduled to
be 2 hrs in length.
Plenary Timekeepers - 2-3 persons
Role - This person keeps track of the time spent on each part of the session.
Requirements - Attention to detail and diplomacy.
Time Commitments - Each plenary session will be 2 hours in length and they will be held on
Sat Mar 26th.
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Help Scout Culture Keepers - 4-5 persons
Role - Monitor and and respond to incoming emails to the VGM Safety email address on the
Help Scout communications platform.
Requirements - Has some awareness of the structural challenges faced by cross-sectional,
BIPOC, LGBTQ, and other equity-seeking people within the Party. Has the ability to make
reasoned judgements or recommendations in areas where there is insufficient guidance or
clarity. Has the ability to work virtually with a team while facing moderate time pressure. Having
French language proficiency is an asset.
Time Commitments - Throughout the entire VGM
Rocket Chat Moderators: 4-5 persons
Role - Monitor and respond to moderation requests made by participants on the VGM Rocket
Chat communication platform. Review incoming moderation requests, judge the severity of
incident and respond according to the moderation response table in the VGM Code of Conduct
(training available).
Requirements - Has some awareness of the structural challenges faced by cross-sectional,
BIPOC, LGBTQ, and other equity-seeking people within the Party. Has the ability to make
reasoned judgements or recommendations in areas where there is insufficient guidance or
clarity. Has the ability to work virtually with a team while facing moderate time pressure. Having
French language proficiency is an asset.
Time Commitments - Throughout the entire VGM
Fairness Committee Members: 2 persons
Role - Sometimes called the Mediation or Conflict Resolutions Committee, we are looking for 2
more volunteers. This group would be a committee of mediators, preferably who do not have
voting rights at the meeting, whose task is to (1) monitor the temperature of debate in the
meeting, (2) counsel members and others who have an issue with some aspect of the meeting,
and (3) actively mediate conflict or complaints that may arise from the meeting. These
committee members may be called upon to meet separately from the meeting in order to help
opposing parties work out their differences.
Requirements - Knowledge of Green Rules and GPC Constitution. Diplomacy skills,
experience in mediating or conflict resolution, and knowledge of consensus-building.
Time Commitment - Throughout the VGM
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